The ancestor of most teleost fishes underwent a whole-genome duplication event three 4 hundred million years ago. Despite its antiquity, the effects of this event are evident both in the 5 structure of teleost genomes and in how those genes still operate to drive form and function. I 6 describe the inference of a set of shared syntenic regions that survive from the teleost genome 7 duplication (TGD) using eight teleost genomes and the outgroup gar genome (which lacks the 8 TGD). I phylogenetically modeled the resolution of the TGD via shared and independent gene 9 losses, concluding that it was likely an allopolyploidy event due to the biased pattern of these 10 gene losses. Duplicate genes surviving from this duplication in zebrafish are less likely to 11 function in early embryo development than are genes that have returned to single copy. As a 12 result, surviving ohnologs function later in development, and the pattern of which tissues these 13 ohnologs are expressed in and their functions lend support to recent suggestions that the TGD 14 was the source of a morphological innovation in the structure of the teleost retina. Surviving 15 duplicates also appear less likely to be essential than singletons, despite the fact that their single-16 copy orthologs in mouse are no less essential than other genes. Nonetheless, the surviving 17 duplicates occupy central positions in the zebrafish metabolic network. 18 19 20
Introduction 1
The study of doubled genomes (or polyploids) has a long history in genetics (Kuwada 2 1911; Clausen and Goodspeed 1925; Ohno 1970; Taylor and Raes 2004; Garsmeur, et al. 2013 ), 3 but it was the advent of complete genome sequencing that most dramatically confirmed the role eight teleost genomes. I find that the surviving ohnologs produced by the TGD are distinct in 1 their character even after more than 300 million years of evolution. They are rarely expressed in 2 the earliest phases of development, are less likely to be essential in zebrafish, and they occupy 3 more central positions in the zebrafish metabolic network. In addition, there are suggestions that 4 the TGD helped shape a key innovation in the teleost visual system. of the eight species analyzed (see Methods). The TGD induces two mirrored gene trees, 10 corresponding to the genes from the less fractionated parental genome (top) and the more 11 fractionated genome (bottom). Below the branches in each tree are POInT's predicted number of 12 gene losses along that branch for the parental genome in question. Above the branches in the 13 upper tree are POInT's branch length estimates, namely the α parameter in Figure 2 and 14 corresponding to the overall estimated level of gene loss on that branch ( 
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greater number of losses relative to the total number of surviving ohnologs at the start of the 1 branch). In the upper left are POInT's parameter estimates (γ,ε 1 ,δ) for the WGD-bc nbn f model 2 (see Figure 2 ). B) An example region of the eight genomes, showing the blocks of DCS. For all 3 species except zebrafish, truncated Ensembl gene identifiers are given; for zebrafish gene names 4 are shown. The numbers above each column gives POInT's confidence in the orthology 5 relationship shown, relative to the 2 8 -1(=255) other possible orthology relationships. Genes are 6 color-coded based on the pattern of ohnolog survival in the eight genomes. A pair of ohnologs 7 expressed in the zebrafish retina are shown in magenta. 8 9 Identifying the relics of the TGD in eight teleost genomes. 10 Using a pipeline that places homologs of genes from gar (which lacks the TGD) into 11 double-conserved synteny (DCS) blocks, I identified 5589 ancestral loci in eight teleost genomes 12 surviving from the TGD (Figure 1 ). Each such locus was duplicated in the TGD and now has 13 either one or both surviving genes from that event in each of the 8 genomes (c.f., Figure 1 ). I 14 analyzed these blocks with POInT (Conant and Wolfe 2008), our tool for modeling the evolution 15 of polyploid genomes. Because POInT infers orthologous chromosome segments based on a 16 common gene order and shared gene losses along a phylogeny, it requires an estimate of the 17 order of these loci in the ancestral genome immediately prior to the TGD (e.g., as was previously 18 done for yeast; Gordon, et al. 2009 ). The TGD is considerably older and the genomes involved 19 more rearranged than was the case for the yeast, Arabidopsis and grass polyploidies we in the optimal order estimated for the TGD was larger in proportion to the number of loci than 23 was the case for our previous work, POInT's estimates of the model parameters are relatively 24 insensitive to the exact order used ( Supplemental Table 1 ). Similarly, the use of stringent 25 homology criteria linked to requirements for synteny yield a set of DCS blocks that are very well 26 supported across all eight genomes and represent a conservative set of loci with which to study 27 the resolution of the TGD (Methods). Ohnolog fixation, biased fractionation and convergent losses are all observed after the TGD. 30 POInT uses the copy-number status of each DCS locus in each genome, which is either 31 duplicated (states U, F or C 1 /C 2 in Figure 2 ) or single-copy (states S 1 and S 2 ), to model the 32 resolution of a WGD along a phylogeny in a manner analogous to models of DNA sequence 1 evolution. This computation simultaneously considers phylogenetic topology, orthology relations 2 and copy-number states, and, unlike all other model-based approaches to gene family evolution, 3 uses synteny data, meaning that the orthology inferences for linked loci are mutually reinforcing. 4 Note that POInT does not use the DNA sequences of the genes in question in its computations 5 once the homology estimation step is complete. The model parameters are instead estimated via 6 maximum likelihood from the observed set of single-copy and duplicated loci and their synteny 7 relationships as previously described (Conant and Wolfe 2008). As part of this computation, 8 POInT phases the synteny blocks into to groups of orthologs (top and bottom blocks in Figure 1 ) 9 by summing over all 2 n possible orthology states at each DCS locus (where n is the number of 10 genomes), resulting in inferences such as those shown in Figure 1 . Note that this orthology 11 inference procedure accounts for the reciprocal gene losses that can create single-copy paralogs 12 in taxa sharing a WGD (Scannell, et al. 2006) ; it is entirely distinct from more common 13 orthology inference approaches that do not account for shared polyploidies ; 14 Jensen, et al. 2008). parameter definitions for the set of models considered. U, C 1 , C 2 and F are duplicated states, while S 1 and S 2 are single-copy states (see Methods). C 1 and S 1 are states where the gene 1 from the less-fractionated parental genome will be or are preserved, and C 2 and S 2 the 2 corresponding states for the more-fractionated parental genome. The fractionation rate ε (the 3   probability  of  the  loss  of  a  gene  from  the  less  fractionated   4 genome relative to the more fractionted one) can either be the same for conversions to C 1 and 5 C 2 as it is for S 1 and S 2 (ε 1 =ε 2 ) or it can differ (see B). B) Testing nested models of WGD 6 resolution. The most basic model (top) has neither biased fractionation nor duplicate fixation 7 nor convergent losses. Adding any of these three processes improves the model fit (second 8 row; P<10 -10 ). Adding the remaining two processes also improves the fit in all three cases 9 (WGD-bcf model in the third row; P<10 -10 ). However, there is no significant evidence that 10 the ε 2 parameter is significantly different from 1.0 (WGD-bc bn f verses WGD-b 2 cf or WGD-11 bc nbn f verses WGD-bcf), implying no biased fractionation in the transitions to states C 1 and 12 C 2 . Likewise, there is no evidence that the η parameter is significantly different from 1.0
13
(WGD-bc n f verses WGD-bcf or WGD-bc nbn f verses WGD-bcf), meaning that losses from C 1 14 and C 2 occur at similar rates as do losses from U. Hence, the WGD-bc nbn f model is best 15 supported by these data and is used for the remaining analyses. 16 17 I fit nested models of WGD evolution to the estimated ancestral order with the highest ln- 18 likelihood under the WGD-bc nbn f model ( Figure 2 ) in order to assess which of three processes 19 observed after other WGD events were also detected after the TGD. The first process is duplicate 20 fixation, meaning that some ohnolog pairs persist across the phylogeny longer than would be 21 expected. The second process is biased fractionation, meaning that ohnolog losses favor one of 22 the two parental genomes (defined as "Parental Genome 1" in Figure 2 ), and the third is the 23 presence of convergent losses. These losses represent overly frequent parallel losses of the same 24 member of the ohnolog pair on independent branches of the phylogeny. No matter what the order 25 that these three phenomena are added to the duplicate loss model, all three are independently 26 statistically significant (P <10 -10 ; Figure 2 ). From these analyses, I obtained lists of surviving 27 ohnolog pairs from zebrafish (Dr_Ohno_all and Dr_Ohno_POInT, for all zebrafish ohnologs and 28 zebrafish ohnologs also found syntenically in other genomes, respectively; see Methods), the 29 corresponding single-copy gene sets (Dr_Sing_all or Dr_Sing_POInT) and a set of early and late 30 ohnolog losses (e.g., losses along the root and zebrafish tip branches of Figure 1A : 31 POInT_RootLosses and POInT_DrLosses, respectively, see Methods). (WGD-bf model, arrow, see Methods) is significantly different than those estimated from 3 simulated genomes where biased fractionation was explicitly not included in the model (e.g., 4 simulated ε=1.0, bars). Estimates of ε from these 100 simulations are always less than 1.0 5 because the model fits stochastic variations in the preservation patterns as potential biased 6 fractionation. However, this stochastic variation never yields estimates of ε as small as seen in 7 the real dataset (P<0.01). The results in Figure 2 notwithstanding, because each synteny block will have some 10 variation in loss patterns, it is possible that the estimates of the strength of biased fractionation 11 were artifacts of stochastic variation in the loss patterns in those different blocks. In our previous assess what degree of spurious bias might be induced by our approach. The level of biased 17 fractionation seen after the TGD is inconsistent with purely stochastic variation (P<0.01, Figure   18 3), strongly supporting the conclusion that biased fractionation occurred after the TGD. the proportion of zebrafish genes with an ohnolog partner expressed at that stage (relative to 5 total number of zebrafish genes analyzed with POInT expressed at that stage). The dotted red 6 line is the overall proportion of genes with an ohnolog partner in the POInT dataset, while 7 the dashed line is this proportion excluding any genes expressed in the zygote (see Methods). 8 Open points show no statistically distinguishable difference from the overall proportion (chi-9 square test with an FDR correction, P>0.05; Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). Red-filled 10 points are significantly different from this overall mean (P≤0.05). Trendlines in blue show 11 similar values comparing the set of genes that POInT predicts were returned to single copy 12 along the root branch of Figure 1 (confidence ≥ 0.85) to those only returned to single-copy 13 along the tip branch leading to zebrafish. Hence, the right y-axis gives the proportion of 14 losses that occurred along the root branch (relative to the sum of that number and the number 15 of losses along the zebrafish branch). The dotted blue line is the overall proportion of genes 16 returned to single-copy on the root branch (scaled as just described) while the dashed line is 17 this proportion excluding any genes expressed in the zygote (see Methods Ohnolog pairs are unusually rare amongst genes expressed in the earliest stages of development. 1 As mentioned, the TGD affords the opportunity to study the effects of WGD on the 2 evolution of developmental pathways. We had speculated that genes used in the earliest stages of 3 development might be overly likely to be preserved in duplicate after WGD because the noise Pires and Conant 2016). However, such is not the case: genes with mRNAs present in the zygote 6 were much less likely to be preserved as ohnolog pairs than genes first expressed later in development into three groups: maternal transcripts and those seen prior to and after the mid-12 blastula transition. As Table 1 shows, there is some deficit of ohnologs amongst the maternally-13 expressed genes, but the significance of this deficit depends on the ohnolog set used, and there is 14 no excess of early duplicate losses among this set. In contrast, the genes expressed from the 15 embryonic genome prior to the MBT are strongly depleted in ohnologs and the single-copy genes 16 in question are more likely to have returned to single copy along the root branch than expected 17 (Table 1 ). There is then relatively little signal of ohnolog excess or deficit amongst the genes 18 expressed later in development (post-MTB). 19 20 GO analyses show similar patterns of ohnolog loss and retention as seen in other ancient 21 polyploids. 22 I used the PANTHER classification system (Mi, et al. 2017) to look for over and under- 23 represented functions among the surviving ohnologs (and among the early ohnolog losses) in 24 zebrafish. Supplemental Table 3 gives the complete list of significantly over and under- 25 represented GO terms across the three hierarchies (molecular function, biological process, and 26 cellular compartment). Here I discuss some notable results from the Dr_Ohno_POInT to 27 Dr_Sing_POInT comparison.
28
Some of the Molecular Function terms over-represented among surviving ohnologs 1 mirror results from other polyploids, such as "translation regulator activity" (P=0.01), "kinase 2 activity" (P=0.008) and "sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity," 3 (P=0.02). Many of the Biological Process terms found to be over-represented involve various 4 aspects of nervous system function: "nervous system development" (P<10 -5 ), "neuron-neuron 5 synaptic transmission" (P<10 -5 ), "synaptic vesicle exocytosis" (P=0.0014) and "sensory 6 perception" (P<10 -4 ). (excepting "Unclassified") terms among the surviving ohnologs were for "DNA metabolic 11 process," "translation," "tRNA metabolic process" and "RNA metabolic process" (P<10 -4 for 12 all), while the four most significantly under-represented Molecular function terms (again 13 excepting "Unclassified") were "methyltransferase activity," "structural constituent of 14 ribosome," "nuclease activity" and "nucleotidyltransferase activity" (P<10 -3 for all). Since the 15 earliest cell divisions in the embryo do not involve cell-type differentiation, the over-abundance 16 of single-copy genes with roles in basic cellular processes (which would be needed even prior to 17 such differentiation) are in accord with the expression timing results above. 18 19 Ohnolog pairs are unusually abundant in certain nervous and sensory tissues. 20 Using ZFIN data (Howe, Bradford, et al. 2013 ) on the anatomical locations of gene 21 expression, I asked whether any embryological tissues had more or fewer members of ohnolog 22 pairs expressed in them than expected, given the number of single-copy genes active in these 23 same locations. Relative to the corresponding single copy genes (Dr_Sing_POInT), ohnologs 24 (Dr_Ohno_POInT) are excessively likely to be expressed in the brain, diencephalon and P<0.05, chi-square test with FDR multiple test correction; Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). All of 28 these locations except the olfactory epithelium also showed a significant excess of expressed 29 ohnologs relative to single copy genes when the full set of zebrafish ohnologs were used 30 (Dr_Ohno_all verses Dr_Sing_all, Supplemental Table 2 ). One concern with this analysis might 1 be that the data in ZFIN are biased toward surviving ohnologs due to the genes researchers have 2 sought to localize in the embryo: however this does not appear to be the case: 58% of ohnologs 3 (Dr_Ohno_POInT) were identified in at least one anatomical location, which is actually less than 4 the 61% of the single-copy genes (Dr_Sing_POInT) so identified. The TGD and the organization of the teleost retina. 7 The overrepresentation of ohnologs in genes expressed in parts of the retina was process were over-represented in either tissue, and no terms associated with molecular function 14 were over-represented in the inner cell layer. However, for the ganglion layer, the term 15 "transmembrane transporter activity" was significantly overabundant among the surviving 16 ohnologs (P=0.044 after FDR correction). Interestingly, the expression of duplicated genes from 17 the TGD in these locations are probably not specific to zebrafish: the only two GO biological 18 process terms that are under represented among the genes returned to single-copy along the root 19 branch of Figure 1 (e.g., genes that survived in duplicate at least to the first post-TGD speciation) 20 are "synaptic transmission" and "cell-cell signaling," while the single Cellular Compartment 21 term similarly under represented is "neuron projection" (Supplemental Table 3 ). Collectively, 22 these results suggest that the duplicated genes created by the TGD were likely involved in 23 subsequent evolution changes in neuronal development, accounting for their retention as 24 ohnologs across the teleost phylogeny. Surviving TGD ohnologs are less likely to be essential. 27 I compared the proportion of phenotyped genes with surviving ohnologs judged to be 28 essential in zebrafish to the same proportion among those genes without surviving ohnologs: the 1 genes with ohnologs show a reduced propensity to be essential ( Table 2 , see Methods for 2 details). Importantly, this effect does not appear to be a result of any intrinsic features of these 3 genes: when examining the two groups in the unduplicated outgroup mouse, I find that that 4 single-copy mouse orthologs of the duplicated and the unduplicated zebrafish genes have similar 5 essentiality in that animal. However, I also note that this effect is not a strong one: when I 6 examined the smaller set of ohnologs with support across the eight genomes (Dr_Ohno_POInT 7 verses Dr_Sing_POInT), the proportions shown in Table 2 are nearly identical, but the effect is 8 non-significant due to the smaller sample size (P=0.14, chi-square test). Dr_Sing_POInT, respectively). Ohnolog pairs also occupy more connected parts of this network 15 (e.g., they have higher mean degree; Table 3 ), though they do not different from the single-copy 16 genes with respect to other network statistics. fractionation, seen after recent polyploidies, also apply to these more ancient events. Existing 28 data should also be interpreted with caution as the methods used to identify the relics of ancient 29 WGDs are subject to bias. Hence, Inoue et al.,'s estimates of the timing of ohnolog losses after 30 the TGD differ from those presented here (Inoue, et al. 2015) , with their estimates of the proportion of losses along the root branch being >1.5 greater than that estimated with POInT, 1 with an average of only 21% as many proportional losses inferred along the tip branches as 2 POInT predicts. The reason for the discrepancy is likely that Inoue et al.,'s method does not 3 phase post-WGD orthologs. Without such phasing, independent losses in different lineages will 4 be mistaken for shared losses, leading to the type of over-estimates of initial losses that was 5 apparently observed. 6 The data shown here support a role for the DBH in resolving the TGD: the location of 7 ohnologs in the zebrafish metabolic network is similar to the pattern seen in the network of the 
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Likewise, the TGD appears to have been an allopolyploidy, because there is strong 14 evidence for biased fractionation and no known mechanism by which autopolyploidy could 15 generate such biases. This result is also consistent with studies in yeast and plants (Garsmeur "DNA repair" is a highly under-represented term (P<10 -3 ) among the zebrafish TGD ohnologs, 21 though not one of the top 4 listed above. De Smet et al., have argued that these loss patterns 22 suggest selection to return genes with these types of function to single copy. What was less clear 23 from previous work is that the dearth of ohnologs among these basic processes would correspond 24 to an excess of them involved in other processes such as multicellular development. Hence, 25 polyploidy in multicellular organisms might concentrate its effects in such developmental 26 processes (Holland, et al. 1994 ). 27 In this vein, the over-abundance of ohnologs expressed in the developing retina is very 28 interesting because recent work in the spotted gar strongly suggests that the mosaic organization to the TGD, if the excess of ohnologs in nervous tissues and with nervous system functions is a 7 guide. 8 While duplicate genes can provide a "backup" for each other in response to gene 9 knockout, this effect is expected to degrade as the duplicate pair ages (Gu, et al. 2003 ), making 10 the apparent rarity of essential genes among the ohnolog pairs a bit surprising, given the TGD's 11 age. However, gene essentiality and gene duplications interact with each other in a complex way. 12 On the one hand, a gene's propensity to duplicate is associated with whether or not it is essential: essentiality of zebrafish ohnologs with no reduction in the essentiality of their single-copy mouse 19 orthologs mostly likely represents surviving shared functions between ohnolog pairs that were 20 preserved in duplicate due to other selective pressures. 21 The most general message apparent from these analyses is that polyploidy continues to 22 shape the evolutionary trajectories of its possessors over very long time scales, both through 23 first-order effects such as genetic robustness, and, more importantly, through the appearance of biology of the cell increases, it is very likely more will be found. Identifying the relics of the TGD from double-conserved synteny blocks 3 We have developed a pipeline for inferring shared blocks of double-conserved synteny 4 (DCS, Figure 1 ) from a group of genomes sharing a WGD and a reference genome from an acid level. I further required that the length of the genes' pairwise alignment be 65% or more of 18 their mean length and that the pair have nonsynonymous divergence (K a ) less than 0.6. These 19 parameters result in good coverage of the genomes involved: between 70% and 80% of gar genes 20 have a homolog in each of the TGD-possessing genomes, and between 70% and 82% of genes in 21 those genomes have a gar homolog. Nonetheless, the parameters do not overly merge gene 22 families, with 58% to 60% of the gar genes showing only a single homolog in the TGD- 23 possessing genomes. 24 This set of homologs was then the input to the second step of the pipeline: the inference 25 of DCS blocks in each polyploid genome. This step determines which of the potentially many 26 homologs of a given gene in gar are the ohnologs from the TGD by maximizing the number of 27 homologs placed in the DCS blocks. We have referred to each such gar gene and its 28 corresponding two potential products of the TGD as a "pillar" (Byrne and Wolfe 2005; Emery, et 29 al. 2018): the resulting set of these n pillars is denoted A 1 ..A n . Each pillar has associated with it a 1 set of homologous genes from the polyploid genome h 1 …h h . At most two of these homologs can 2 be assigned to the pillar's ohnolog positions, denoted A i (p 1 ) and A i (p 2 ). We define A O(i) to be the Precisely, I maximized the score s of such a combination of homolog assignments and pillar 9 orders: 10 11 Once those inferences were complete for each of the eight polyploid genomes, I merged them, 12 mapping between polyploid genomes using the gar genes as references. Taking an extremely 13 conservative approach, I retained pillars only if each assigned homolog from every genome had 14 synteny support in at least one direction. The result was 5589 pillars with at least one syntenic 15 gene from each polyploid genome. I then again used simulated annealing to infer the optimal 16 pillar order over all eight genomes. Because of the high degree of rearrangement, I made 17 inferences of the optimal ordering under three different criteria. First, as previously (Emery, et al. 18 2018), I started with the order of the gar reference genes and sought orderings with the fewest 19 total synteny breaks (Naïve_Opt). Second, I used an initial greedy search to place pillars with 20 many neighboring genes in the eight extant teleost genomes near to each other, which reduced 21 the number of initial breakpoints by about 30%. I then again sought an order with minimal 22 breaks (Greedy_Opt). Finally, I sought an ordering that maximized the number of neighboring 23 pillars having no synteny breaks between them in any genome and, after using this optimization 24 criterion for several iterations, again applied the standard search for the fewest total breaks 25 (Global_Break_Opt). I then used the inferred order that gave the highest likelihood of observing 26 that WGD data under the WGD-bc nbn f gene loss model (Supplemental Table 2 ; see Modeling the 27 evolution of the TGD below) for all further analyses.
Quality of inferred double-conserved synteny blocks 2 Given the ancient nature of the TGD, it is reasonable to ask if this DCS inference 3 protocol is sufficient for these genomes. However, despite the divergence, the mapping between 4 the genomes possessing the TGD and spotted gar is less difficult than might be expected, with 5 69-71% of the genes in the teleost genomes in our final dataset having only a single gar homolog 6 (and where that gar gene matches at most 2 genes in the genome with the TGD; Supplemental 7 Table 1 ). Although I required every analyzed gene to be in synteny in Step 2 of the pipeline, the 8 estimate of a global ancestral order requires breaking some of these synteny blocks. But this 9 problem is not serious: >94% of the genes across all the genomes with the TGD that I analyzed 10 are in synteny blocks in the estimated ancestral order used, with the large majority in blocks of 5 11 or more genes (Supplemental Table 1 ). I provide the synteny relationships under the inferred 12 order for the eight genomes as supplemental data. Figure 1 to model POInT's estimated errors in orthology inference, 22 introducing new synteny breaks in the simulated genomes whenever a uniform random number 23 was drawn with a value less than this parameter. I analyzed 100 such simulated sets of genomes 24 with POInT under the WGD-bf model (e.g., biased fractionation and fixation allowed, but the δ 25 parameter in Figure 2 set to 0) and extracted the value of ε, which is plotted in Figure 3 . No 26 simulated dataset had a value of ε as small as seen in the real dataset (P<0.01).
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The TGD and the teleost phylogeny. 1 As our estimate for the phylogenetic relationships of these 8 species, we used the Figure 1 (POInT_RootLosses) and a corresponding set predicted with the same 19 confidence to have been lost only on the branch leading to the extant D. rerio (e.g., after the split 20 of zebrafish and cavefish; POInT_DrLosses). 21 22 Gene expression timing and WGD 23 I extracted the earliest developmental stage at which each zebrafish gene's transcript has Table 3 ). 19 and the early verses late ohnolog losses (POInT_RootLosses compared to POInT_DrLosses). In 20 each case, I asked whether there were any biological processes, molecular functions, or cellular 21 component ontology terms that were significantly over or under-represented on the first list, 22 using Fisher's exact test with an FDR multiple test correction (Mi, et al. 2013; Mi, et al. 2017 ). 23 Lists of all significantly enriched terms for any comparison are given as Supplemental Table 4 . as well as the subset of those genes with phenotypes described as "lethal," "dead" or "inviable:" 28 hereafter I note this second set as the "essential genes." I compared the proportion of phenotyped 1 ohnologs in the essential list to the same proportion among the single copy genes. For 2 comparative purposes, I obtained a list of essential mouse genes from the International Mouse phenotype data in a mouse ortholog, we compared the proportion of genes with a surviving 7 ohnolog in zebrafish that were essential when knocked out in mouse to the proportion of genes 8 without a surviving zebrafish ohnolog pair that were essential ( Table 2 ; other phenotype classes 9 such as "subviable" were excluded). 10 11 The TGD and the zebrafish metabolic network. 12 I extracted an enzyme-centered metabolic network from the reconstruction of zebrafish 13 metabolism published by Bekaert (2012). In this network nodes are biochemical reactions and 14 edges connect pairs of nodes with a common metabolite. The 13 currency metabolites given by 15 Bekaert (2012) were excluded from the edge computation. Each reaction was linked to one or 16 more Ensembl gene identifiers corresponding to genes encoding enzymes catalyzing that 17 reaction. 18 To test for differences in network position between the products of ohnologs and single- 19 copy genes, I compared the two groups for their average degree (number of edges), clustering 20 coefficient (indicating the propensity of connected nodes to have common neighbors; Watts and 21 Strogatz 1998), and betweenness-centrality (the number of the network's shortest paths passing 22 through a given node; Hahn and Kern 2005) . I then used randomization to assess the statistical 23 significance of the differences. To maintain the structure introduced by the WGD, all ohnolog 24 pairs were reduced to a single entity, which was then assigned to all nodes that products of either 25 of the two ohnologs appeared in. These merged ohnolog products were then randomized along 26 with the products of the single copy genes, and the differences in the three statistics for each 27 randomized network recomputed. If less than 5% of the randomized networks had a difference as 28 large as that observed for the real data, I concluded that there was evidence for a difference 29 between duplicated and unduplicated genes. other analyses. 8 9 10
Supplemental b: Percent of cases in the genome in question where genes in the final dataset from that genome match one and only one gene in the gar genome and the gar gene in question matches at most two genes in that genome.
c: Percentage of genes from the genome in question where that gene is in a synteny block with at least one other gene using the optimal ancestral order from Supplemental Table 2 .
d: Percentage of genes from the genome in question where that gene is in a synteny block with at least four other genes (blocks of size 5) using the optimal ancestral order from Supplemental Table 2 .
e: Number of genes in the dataset analyzed which are not in synteny blocks in the optimal order that also have some ambiguity in their homology relationships: either a teleost gene with multiple gar homologs or where the gar gene in question has >2 homologs in this genome. 
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